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This month’s KPMG Global Indirect Tax Brief brings you the latest news
on indirect tax developments from around the world. As more and more
countries implement indirect tax, rates continue to increase and the rules
become more complex, maintaining an awareness of changes in this
area is critical to ensure that they are implemented, reported and
managed appropriately.

Here you will find briefings on key news, events and thought leadership
submitted by tax professionals in KPMG member firms globally. You can
further the discussion on the topics of your choice by sharing articles on
your social media networks or join us in our tax discussion group on
LinkedIn.
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 Channel Islands: Tax measures concerning financial services sector
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Cyprus: Tax treaties with Iran, Jersey enter into force
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Czech Republic: Amendment significantly expands reporting duties
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Of further interest:

— Gulf Cooperation Council states gear up for VAT in 2018 – Will you
be ready?

— Getting down to business with indirect tax article series

— Don’t underestimate BEPS’ impact on indirect tax

— Will the US implement a VAT?

— 2016 regional indirect tax country guides (Africa, Asia Pacific and the
Americas)

— 2016 Global Trade Management Survey

— Going Beyond the Data article series
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